A prefix hijack attack involves an attacker announcing victim networks' IP prefixes into the global routing system. As a result, data traffic from portions of the Internet can be diverted to attacker networks. Prefix hijack attacks are a serious security threat in the Internet and it is important to understand the factors that affect the resiliency of victim networks against these attacks. In this paper, we conducted a systematic study to gauge the effectiveness of prefix hijacks launched at different locations in the Internet topology. Our study shows that direct customers of multiple tier-1 networks are the most resilient, even more than the tier-1 networks themselves. Conversely, if these customer networks are used to launch prefix hijacks, they would also be the most effective launching pads for attacks. We verified our results through case studies using real prefix hijack incidents that had occurred in the Internet.
Introduction
On January 22, 2006, a network (AS-27506) wrongly announced the IP prefix 65.173.134.0/24 representing an address block of 2 24 IP addresses, into the global routing system. This prefix belonged to another network (AS-19758) and because routers do not have a means to accurately verify the legitimate origin of each prefix, they accepted announcements from both the true origin (AS-19758) and the false one (AS-27506), and selected one of them based on the local routing policies and other criteria. As a result, some networks sent for data traffic destined to 65.173.134.0/24, to AS-27506 instead of the true owner. This is a typical incident of a prefix hijack, where a network announces an address space it does not own and hijacks traffic destined to the true owner.
Prefix hijacking is a serious security threat in the Internet. Prefix hijacks can potentially be launched from any part of the Internet and can target any prefix belonging to any network. A hijack attack has a large impact if the majority of routers choose the path leading to the false origin. Conversely, if the majority of routers choose the path leading to the true origin, the network of the prefix owner is considered to be resilient against prefix hijack attacks. Although there have been several results on preventing prefix hijacks (e.g., [6] [10] ) and monitoring potential prefix hijack attempts (e.g., [8, 16] ), there is a lack of a general understanding on the impact of a successful prefix hijack and networks' resiliency against such attacks. This lack of understanding makes it difficult to assess the overall damage once an attack occurs, and to provide guidance to network operators on how to improve their networks' resilience.
In this paper, we conduct a systematic study to gauge the impact of prefix hijacks launched at different locations in the Internet topology, and identify topological characteristics of those networks that are most resilient against hijacks of their prefixes. Specifically, we deal with a type of prefix hijack referred to as false origin hijacks where a network announces the exact prefix announced by another network. Using simulations on an Internet scale topology and measurements from real data, we estimate how many nodes in the Internet may believe the true origin and how many believe the false origin during a hijack. Our results show that the Internet topology hierarchy and routing policies play an essential role in determining the impact of a prefix hijack. Our study shows that the high degree networks (e.g., tier-1 ISPs) are not necessarily most resilient against prefix hijacks. Instead, small networks that are direct customers to multiple tier-1 ISPs are seen to be most resilient. Conversely, attacks launched from these multi-homed customer networks would also have the biggest impact. Implications of our results are twofold. First, networks that desire high resilience against prefix hijacks should connect to multiple providers, and be as close as possible to multiple tier-1 ISPs and networks that cannot achieve such topological connectivity, should use reactive means to learn about their prefix being hijacked. Second, securing only the big ISP networks is not adequate nor effective, since high impact attacks come from well connected small networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews Internet routing and prefix hijacking. Section 3 defines evaluation metrics and Section 4 uses simulations on an Internet scale topology to evaluate the resiliency of different networks. Section 5 presents evidence of our findings in real hijack incidents. Section 6 discusses the insights and implications of our findings. Section 7 presents related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.
Background
In this section we present the relevant background on Internet routing and describe prefix hijacking with an example.
Internet Routing
The Internet consists of more than twenty thousand networks called "Autonomous Systems" (AS). Each AS is represented by a unique numeric ID known as its AS number, and may advertise one or more IP address prefixes. For example, the prefix 131.179.0.0/16 represents a range of 2
16
IP addresses belonging to AS-52 (UCLA). Internet Registries such as ARIN and RIPE assign prefixes to organizations, who then become the owner of the prefixes. Automonous Systems run the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [15] to propagate prefix reachability information among themselves. In the rest of the paper, we abstract an autonomous system into a single entity called AS node or node, and the BGP connection between two autonomous systems as AS link or simply link.
BGP uses routing update messages to propagate routing changes. As a path-vector routing protocol, BGP lists the entire AS path to reach a destination prefix in its routing updates. Route selection and announcement in BGP are determined by networks' routing policies, in which the business relationship between two connected ASes plays a major role. AS relationship can be generally classified as customer-provider or peer-peer 1 . In a customer-provider relationship, the customer AS pays the provider AS for access service to the rest of the Internet. The peer-peer relationship does not usually involve monetary flow; The two peer ASes exchange traffic between their respective customers only. Usually a customer AS does not forward traffic between its providers, nor does a peer AS forward traffic between two other peers. For example in Figure 1 , AS-1 is a customer of AS-2 and AS-3, and hence would not want to be a transit between AS-2 and AS-3, since it would be pay both AS-2 and AS-3 for traffic exchange between themselves. This results in the so-called valley-free BGP paths [3] generally observed in the Internet. When ASes choose their best 1 Sometimes the relationship between two AS nodes can be "siblings," usually because they belong to the same organization. path, they usually follow the order of customer routes, peer routes, and provider routes. This policy of no valley prefer customer is generally followed by most networks in the Internet. As we will see later, the no valley prefer customer policy plays an important role in determining the impact of prefix hijacks and hence we present a simple example to illustrate how this policy works. Figure 1 provides a simple example illustrating route selection and propagation. AS-1 announces a prefix (e.g. 131.179.0.0/16) to its upstream service providers AS-2 and AS-3. The AS announcing a prefix to the rest of the Internet is called the origin AS of that prefix. Each of these providers then prepends its own AS number to the path and propagates the path to their neighbors. Note that AS-3 receives paths from its customer, AS-1, as well as its peer, AS-2, and it selects the customer path over the peer path thus advertising the path {3 1} to its neighbors AS-4 and AS-5. AS-5 receives routes from AS-2 and AS-3 and we assume AS-5 selects the route announced by AS-3 and announces the path {5 3 1} to its customer AS-6. In general, an AS chooses which routes to import from its neighbors and which routes to export to its neighbors based on import and export routing policies. An AS receiving multiple routes picks the best route based on policy preference. Metrics such as path length and other BGP parameters are used in route selection if the policy is the same for different routes. The BGP decision process also contains many more parameters that can be configured to mark the preference of routes. A good explanation of these parameters can be found in [4] .
Prefix Hijacking
A prefix hijack occurs when an AS announces prefixes that it does not own. Now, suppose AS-6 wrongly announces the prefix that belongs to AS-1, as shown in Fig- ure 2. Note that AS-5 previously routed through AS-3 to reach AS-1. On receiving a customer route through AS-6, it prefers the customer route over the peer route and hence believes the false route. This is an example of a prefix hijack, in which a false origin AS-6 announces a prefix it does not own, and deceives AS-5. In current routing practice, it is difficult for an AS to differentiate between a true origin and a false origin. Even though Internet Routing Registries (IRR) provide databases of prefix ownership, the contents are not maintained up-to-date, and not all BGP routers are known to check these databases. Hence, when presented multiple paths to reach the same prefix, a BGP router will often choose the best path regardless of who originates this prefix, thus allowing hijacked routes to propagate through the Internet. Prefix hijacks can be due to malicious attacks or router mis-configurations. When legitimate data traffic is diverted to the false origin, the data may be discarded, resulting in a traffic blackhole, or be exploited for malicious purposes. A recent study [14] reported that some spammers hijack prefixes in order to send spams without revealing their network identities. The hijack depicted in Figure 2 is called a false origin prefix hijack, where an AS announces the exact prefix owned by another AS. Another type of hijack, called subprefix hijack, involves an AS announcing a more specific prefix (e.g. hijacker announces a /24, when the true origin announces a /16). In this case, BGP routers will usually treat them as different prefixes and maintain two separate entries in routing tables. However, due to longest prefix matching in routing table lookups, data destined to IP addresses in the /24 range will be forwarded to the false origin, instead of the true origin. Prefix hijack can also involve a false AS link advertised in the AS path without a change of origin. Our aim in this paper is to understand that, how the topological characteristics of two AS nodes announcing the same prefix influence the impact of the hijack. Studying the impact of sub-prefix hijacks and false link hijacks involves different considerations and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Terminology
In the rest of this paper, we use the term prefix hijacks to refer to false origin prefix hijacks. We call the AS announcing a prefix it does not own as the false origin, and the AS whose prefix is being attacked as the true origin. Upon receiving the routes from both the false origin as well as the true origin, an AS that believes the false origin is said to be deceived, while an AS that still routes to the true origin is said to be unaffected.
Hijack Evaluation Metrics
For our simulations, we model the Internet opology as a graph, in which each node represents an AS, and each link represents a logical relationship between two neighboring AS nodes. Note, two neighboring odes may have multiple physical links between themselves. However, BGP paths are represented in the form of AS AS links, and hence we abstract connections between two AS nodes as a single logical link. For simplicity, each node owns exactly one unique prefix, i.e. no two nodes announce the same prefix except during hijack. A prefix hijack at any given time involves only one hijacker, and the hijacker can target only one node.
To capture the interaction between the entities involved in a hijack, we introduce a variable β(a, t, v), function of false origin a, true origin t and node v as follows:
if node v is deceived by false origin a for true origin t's prefix 0 : otherwise (1) Due to the rich connectivity in Internet topology, a node often has multiple equally good paths to reach the same prefix. Figure 2 shows a case where AS-4 has three equally good paths to reach the same prefix, two to the true origin AS-1 (through AS-2 and AS-3), and one to the false origin AS-6. In our model, we assume a node will break the tie randomly. Therefore, we define the expected value of β as follows. Let p(v, n) be the number of equally preferred paths (e.g. same policy, same path length) from the node v to node n. E.g., in Figure 2 , p(4, 1) = 2 since AS-4 has two paths via AS-2 and AS-3 to reach AS-1, and p(4, 6) = 1 since AS-4 has only one route via AS-5 to reach AS-6. If nodes use random tie-break to decide between multiple equally good preferred paths, then the expected value for β is defined as:
yieldingβ(6, 1, 4) = 1 3 for the example in the figure.β is the probability of a node v being deceived by a given false origin a announcing a route belonging to true origin t.
Impact
We use the term impact to measure the attacking power of a node launching prefix hijacks. We define impact of a node a as the fraction of the nodes that believe the false origin a during an attack on true origin t. More formally, the impact of a node a is given by:
Note that the outer sum is over N − 1 true origins (we exclude the false origin) and the inner sum is over N −2 nodes (excluding both the false origin and true origin).
Resilience
We use the term resilience to measure the defensive power of a node against hijacks launched against its prefix. We define the resilience of a node t as the fraction of nodes that believe the true origin t given an arbritary hijack against t.
More formally, the node resilience R(t) of a node t is given by:
Note, higher R(t) values indicate better resilience against hijacks, and higher I(a) values indicate higher impact as an attacker.
Relation between Impact and Resilience
The true origin t and false origin a compete with each other to make nodes in the Internet route to itself. For example in Figure 2 , false origin AS-6 is hijacking a prefix belonging to true origin AS-1. In this case, only AS-5 believes the false origin and AS-4 has a 1/3 chance of being deceived. Therefore, the chances that a node believes the false origin AS-6 when it hijacks AS-1 is given by
. Now if AS-1 was to hijack a prefix belonging to AS-6, then AS-5 would still believe AS-6 and AS-4 will believe it with a probability of 1/3. Thus, in this case, the chances that a node believes the true origin AS-6 when it is hijacked by AS-1 is
. We see that the resilience of the node as a true origin is equal to its impact as a false origin. We note that in our model, when the roles of attacker and target are switched, the impact of a node becomes its resilience. In the rest of the paper, we focus on resilience, while keeping in mind that a highly resilient node can also cause high impact as a false origin.
Evaluating Hijacks
In this section, we aim to understand the topological resilience of nodes against prefix hijacks by performing simulations on an Internet derived topology. We first explain the simulation setup, followed by the main results of our simulation and the insight behind the results.
Simulation Setup
For our simulations, we use an AS topology collected from BGP routing tables and updates, representing a snapshot of the Internet as of Feb 15 2006 (available from [20] ). The details of how this topology was constructed are described in [21] . Our topology consists of 22,467 AS nodes and 63,883 links. We assume each AS node owns and announces a single prefix to its neighbors. We classify AS nodes into three tiers: Tier-1 nodes, transit nodes, and stub nodes. To choose the set of Tier-1 nodes, we started with a well known list, and added a few high degree nodes that form a clique with the existing set. Nodes other than Tier-1s but provide transit service to other AS nodes, are classified as transit nodes, and the remainder of nodes are classified as stub nodes. This classification results in 8 Tier-1 nodes, 5,793 transit nodes, and 16,666 stub nodes. We classify each link as either customer-provider or peer-peer using the PTE algorithm [3] and use the no valley prefer customer routing policy to infer routing paths (also used in previous works such as [19] ). We abstracted the router decision process into the following priorities (1)local policy based on relationship, (2)AS path length, and (3)random tie-breaker.
Of the 22,467 AS nodes in our topology, we randomly picked 1,000 AS nodes to represent false origins that would launch attacks on other AS nodes. We checked the degree distribution of this set of 1,000 AS nodes, and found it to be similar to the degree distribution of all the AS nodes. For each of the 22,467 AS nodes as a true origin, we simulated a hijack with the 1,000 false origins. Thus we simulated 22, 467 × 1, 000 22.5 million hijack scenarios in total. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the resilience (average curve) for all the nodes in our topology from our simulated hijacks. Since the resilience of each node results from the average over 1,000 attackers, we also show the standard deviation range. Note, higher values of resilience imply more resilience against hijacks.
Characterizing Topological Resilience
This distribution shows that node resilience varies fairly linearly except at the two extremes. Figure 3 also shows that the deviations at the two extremes are quite small compared to the middle, indicating that some nodes(top left) are very resilient against hijacks, while some others (bottom right) are easily attacked, regardless of the location of the false origin.
As a first step in understanding how different nodes differ in their resilience, we classify nodes into the three classes already described: tier-1, transit and stub and plot the average resilience distribution (CDF) of each class of nodes in Figure 4 . We observe that the resilience distribution is very similar for transits and stubs, with transit nodes being a little more resilient than stubs.
In contrast, tier-1 nodes show a very different distribution from the stubs and transits. From Figure 4 we observe that all the tier-1 nodes have an average resilience value between 0.4 and 0.5. In addition, we note that about 40% of stubs and 55% of transit nodes are more resilient than all tier-1 nodes. With tier-1 nodes being the ones with the highest degree, it is surprising to see that close to 50% of the nodes in the Internet are more resilient than tier-1s. Next, we explain why tier-1 nodes are more vulnerable to hijacks than a lot of other nodes and generalize this explanation to understand the characteristics impacting resilience.
Factors Affecting Resilience
We first understand the resilience of tier-1 nodes with a simple hijack scenario in Figure 5 . AS-2, AS-3, AS-4 and AS-5 represent 4 tier-1 nodes inter-connected through a peer-peer relationship. AS-1 and AS-6 are small ISPs connected to tier-1 AS nodes through a customer-provider relationship. Finally AS-7 is a multi-homed customer of AS-1 and AS-6. In Figure 5 , AS-7 represents the false origin that hijacks a prefix belonging to a tier-1 node, AS-4.
Recall in no-valley prefer customer policy, a customer route is preferred over a peer route which in turn is preferred over a provider route. When AS-7 hijack's AS-4's prefix and announces the false route to AS-1 and AS-6, both AS-1 and AS-6 prefer the hijacked route over the genuine route to AS-4 since its a customer route. AS-1 in turn announces the hijacked route to its tier-1 providers AS-2 and AS-3. These tier-1 AS nodes, AS-2 and AS-3 now have to choose between a customer route through AS-1(hijacked route), and a peer route through AS-4 (genuine route). Again due to policy preference, the tier-1 nodes will choose the customer route which happens to be the hijacked route. Similarly, AS-5 will also choose the hijacked route. Once big ISPs like tier-1 nodes are deceived by the hijacker, their huge customer base (many of whom are single homed) are also deceived, thus causing a high impact. One can see from this example, that the main reason for the low resilience in the case of a hijack on a tier-1 node is that tier-1 nodes interconnect through peer-peer relationship thus rendering a genuine route less preferred to other tier-1 nodes than hijacked routes from customers.
The key to high resilience is to make the tier-1 nodes and other big ISPs always believe the true origin. The way to achieve this is to reach as many tier-1 nodes as possible using a provider route. In addition, when a node has to choose between two routes of the same preference, path length becomes a deciding factor, and thus the shorter the number of hops to reach the tier-1 nodes, the better the resilience. From our observations from simulation results, we found that the most resilient nodes are direct customers of many tier-1 nodes and other big ISPs. As an example, in our simulations, the node with highest resilience is a stub (AS-6432 DoubleClick) directly connected to 6 tier-1 nodes, having a resilience value of 0.95. The nodes with lowest resilience were single-home customers, connected to poorly connected providers.
To better understand the influence of tier-1 nodes, we classified the nodes in the Internet based on the number of direct tier-1 providers. Figure 6 shows the distribution of resilience for nodes with different connectivity to Tier-1. Note, the closer the curve to the right hand side of the figure (x=1), the better the resilience of that set of nodes. There are about 21,888 nodes with less than 3 connections to Tier-1, and we observe in Figure 6 that these nodes are the least resilient. A total of 379 nodes are directly connected to 3 Tier-1s and 104 nodes are connected to 4 Tier-1s. Only 88 nodes are connected to more than 4 Tier-1s, and these nodes prove to be the most resilient, highlighting the role of connecting to multiple tier-1 nodes. Summary: In this section, we used an Internet scale topology with no-valley prefer customer policy routing to evaluate the resilience of nodes against random hijackers. The key to achieve high resilience is to protect tier-1 nodes and other big ISPs from being deceived by the hijacker. Our main result shows that the nodes that are direct customers of multiple tier-1 nodes are the most resilient to hijacks. On the other hand, the tier-1 nodes themselves in spite of being so well connected, are much less resilient to hijack. The next question we seek to answer in Section 5 is whether there is evidence of such behavior in reality, where the routing decision process is much more complex.
Prefix Hijack Incidents in the Internet
In this section we examine two hijack events, one from January 2006 which affected a few tens of prefixes, and the other from December 2004 when over 100,000 prefixes were hijacked. To gauge the impact of the prefix hijacks, we analyzed the BGP routing data collected by the Oregon collector of the RouteViews project. The Oregon collector receives BGP updates from over 40 routers. These 40 routers belong to 35 different AS nodes (a few AS nodes have more than one BGP monitor) and we consider an AS as deceived by a hijack if at least one BGP monitor from that AS believes the hijacker. We call these 35 AS nodes as monitors, as they provide BGP monitoring information to the Oregon collector. The impact of a hijack is then gauged by the ratio of monitors in the Internet that were deceived.
Case I: Prefix Hijacks by AS-27506
On January 22, 2006, AS-27506 announced a number of prefixes that did not belong to it. This hijack incident was believed to be due to operational errors, and most of the hijacked prefixes were former customers of AS-27506. We observed a total of 40 prefixes being hijacked by AS-27506. These 40 prefixes belonged to 22 unique ASes. We present two representative prefixes; for the first prefix the false origin could only deceive a small number of monitors, while for the second prefix the false origin deceived the majority of the monitors. We examine the topological connectivity of the true origins as compared to that of the false origin and the relation to the true origin's resiliency.
High Resiliency against Hijack
We examine a hijacked prefix that belongs to the true origin AS-20282. The impact of hijacking this prefix is just over 10%, that is 4 out of the 35 monitored ASes were deceived by the hijack. Figure 7 (a) depicts the connectivity of some of the entities involved in this hijack incident. The nodes colored in gray are the nodes deceived by the false origin AS-27506, and the white nodes persisted with the true origin. The true origin AS-20282 is a direct customer of two tier-1 nodes, AS-701 and AS-3356. Before the hijack incident, all the 35 monitors used routes containing one of these two tier-1 ASes as the last hop in the AS path to reach the prefix. The hijacker AS-27506 is a customer of AS-2914, another tier-1 node. When AS-27506 hijacked the prefix, AS-2914 chose the false customer route from AS-27506 over an existing peer route through AS-701. The false route was further announced by AS-2914 to other tier-1 peers including AS-701 and AS-3356, however neither of them adopted the new route because they chose the customer route announced by the true origin AS-20282. Other tier-1 ASes, such as AS-1239 (not shown in the figure), did not adopt to the false route from AS-2914 either, most likely because the newly announced false route was 2 hops in length, the same as that of their existing route through AS-701 or AS-3356, and the recommended practice suggests to avoid unnecessary best path transitions between equal external paths [2] . However we note that AS-3130, who is a customer of both a deceived and an unaffected tier-1 providers, also got deceived, possibly because the new path {2914, 27506} is shorter than the original path which contained 3 AS hops.
Low Resiliency against Hijack
Next, we examine another hijacked prefix which belonged to AS-23011. The average impact of this hijacked prefix is 0.6, i.e. 21 out of the 35 monitors were deceived by the hijack. Figure 7 (b) shows the most relevant entities involved in this prefix hijack. The true origin of this prefix was an indirect customer of 5 tier-1 ASes (not all of them are shown in the figure) through its direct providers AS-12006 and AS-10910. The connectivity of the hijacker is the same as before, and AS-2914 was deceived by the hijack. The 5 tier-1 ASes on the provider path of the true origin stayed with the route from the true origin AS-23011, however the rest of the tier-1 ASes were deceived this time, possibly because the peer route to false origin through AS-2914 was shorter than any other peer route to the true origin. AS-286 is a customer of the providers of both the true and false origins, and it picked the false route through AS-2914 because it was shorter. We note that, in this case, the true origin being indirect customers of multiple tier-1 ASes ensured that those tier-1 ASes themselves did not get deceived, however due to its longer distance to reach these tier-1 providers (compared to the true origin in Figure 7(a) ), other tier-1 ASes and their customers chose the shorter route to the false origin.
One of the tier-1 providers that propagated the false route is known to verify the origin of received routes with the Internet Routing Registries (IRR). However, it did not block the hijack because the registry entries were outdated and still listed AS-27506 as an origin for the hijacked prefixes, and hence the hijack announcements passed the registry check.
Case II: Prefix Hijacks by AS-9121
In this hijack incident, operational errors led AS-9121 to falsely announce routes to over 100,000 prefixes on December 24, 2004. We use this case to evaluate the resiliency of tier-1 Ases as compared to that of direct customers of multiple tier-1 ASes. Due to the large number of prefixes being falsely announced, some BGP protection mechanisms such as prefix filters and maximum prefix limit, where an AS sets an upper limit on the number of routes a given neighbor may announce, were triggered and made an effect on the overall impact. Given that multiple factors were involved in such a large scale hijack event, it is difficult to accurately model the impact on an AS as a function of its topological connectivity. Our objective in examining this case is to find supporting evidence for our observations made in Section 4, as opposed to a detailed study over all the hijacked prefixes. Similar to case-1, we observed how many monitors were deceived for each hijacked prefix and used this result to gauge the resiliency of the true origin AS.
Hijacked Tier-1 AS Prefix
In order to understand how tier-1 ASes fared against AS-9121 hijack, we studied the impact of those hijacked prefixes that belonged to AS-7018, a tier-1 AS. Note that AS-7018 announced over 1500 prefixes, and the impacts of different prefixes varied noticeably, with around 7 to 8 monitors being deceived for most prefixes. For our case study, we examine one of the hijacked prefixes which deceived the majority of the monitors. Figure 8(a) shows the entities involved in the hijack of this tier-1 prefix. The hijacker AS-9121 was connected to 3 providers, one of which was AS-1239, a tier-1 AS. The true origin of the prefix in question was AS-7018, another tier-1 AS. The grey nodes in the figure indicate those deceived by the hijack. All the 3 providers of AS-9121, namely AS-1239, AS-6762, and AS-1299 were deceived into believing the false origin. AS-1299 also propagated the false route to its tier-1 AS providers. From our observations, a total of 19 out of 35 monitors were deceived by this hijack.
Hijacked Prefix belonging to Customer of Tier-1s
Next, we see how the AS-9121 hijack incident affected the prefixes belonging to an AS that was a direct customer of multiple tier-1 ASes. We picked AS-6461 as an example here because it connected to all the 8 tier-1 ASes. AS-6461 announced over 100 prefixes, 87 of which were hijacked by AS-9121. No more than 2 monitors were deceived by the false origin of all the hijacked prefixes. Figure 8(b) shows the entities involved in the hijack of one of the prefixes belonging to AS-6461. As before, AS-6762 believed the false origin and was one of the monitors deceived of all the hijacked prefixes of AS-6461. However, because all the tier-1 ASes were direct providers of AS-6461, they stayed with the original one-hop customer route to the true origin; in particular, note that AS-1239 was a provider for both the true origin and the hijacker, and it stayed with the original correct route. As a result, the hijack of AS-6461's prefixes made a very low impact.
In addition to AS-6461, we also studied the impacts of prefixes belonging to a few other transit ASes that were very well connected to tier-1 ASes, and found the impact pattern for their prefixes to be very similar to the AS-6461 case. To summarize, this real life hijack event showed strong evidence that direct multi-homing to all or most tier-1 ASes can greatly increase an AS's resiliency against prefix hijacks.
Discussion
It has been long recognized that prefix hijacking can be a serious security threat to the Internet. Several hijack prevention solutions have been proposed, such as SBGP [7] , so-BGP [10] , and more recently the effort in the IETF Se- cure Inter-Domain Routing Working Group [1] . These proposed solutions use cryptographic-based origin authentication mechanisms, which require coordinated efforts among a large number of organizations and thus will take time to get deployed. Meanwhile prefix hijack incidents occur from time to time and our work provides an assessment of the potential impacts of these incidents. Several hijack detection systems have also been developed, for example MyASN [16] and PHAS [8] . However since these systems are reactive in nature, it is still important for network customers to understand the relations between their networks' topological con-nectivity and the potential vulnerability in face of prefix hijacks.
Our simulation and analysis show that AS nodes with large node-degrees (e.g., tier-1 networks) are not the most resilient against hijacks of their own prefixes. An AS can gain high resiliency against prefix hijacks by being direct or indirect customers of multiple tier-1 providers with the shortest possible AS paths. Conversely, such customer AS nodes can also make the most impact over the entire Internet, if they inject false routes into the Internet. This finding suggests that securing the routing announcements from the major ISPs alone is not effective in curbing a high impact attack, and that it is even more important to watch the announcements from lower-tier networks with good topological connectivity.
On the other hand, customer networks that are far away from their indirect tier-1 providers can be greatly affected if their prefixes get hijacked. These topologically disadvantaged AS nodes are in the most need for investigating other means to protect themselves. Subscribing to prefix hijack detection systems, such as MyASN and PHAS, would be helpful. To reduce the transient impact during the detection delay, one may also look into another proposed solution called PGBGP [5] , which is briefly described in Section 7.
Note that the topological connectivity required for resiliency against prefix hijacks is different from that required for fast routing convergence [11] . Fast convergence benefits from fewer alternative paths when the routes change, thus prefixes announced by tier-1 providers meet the requirement well; while hijack resiliency benefits from being a direct or indirect customer of a large number of tier-1 providers, thus prefixes are better hosted by well connected non-tier-1 AS nodes.
We would like to end this discussion by stressing the importance of understanding prefix hijack impacts, even when the protection mechanisms are put in place. Our evaluations on an Internet scale topology in Section 4 used a novalley prefer customer routing policy and showed that tier-1 AS nodes are not very resilient to hijacks of their own prefixes since other tier-1 AS nodes prefer customer routes to false origin. However, in reality a tier-1 AS may use various mechanisms, such as Internet Routing Registries (IRR), to check the origin of a prefix before forwarding the route. Such mechanisms would probably boost the resiliency of tier-1 AS nodes being hijacked. On the other hand, these protection mechanisms can also fail or backfire, thus exposing the vulnerability of a network. As we saw in case I of Section 5, most of the hijacked prefixes were the former customers of the false origin AS and were recorded in the Internet Routing Registry (IRR), which was not updated. Outdated registries resulted in false routes being propagated to the rest of the Internet.
Another example of a protection mechanism is the maximum prefix filter in BGP that allows an AS to configure the maximum number of routes received from a neighbor. Thus, by limiting the total number of routes received from a neighbor, an AS can limit the damage in case of the neighbor announcing false routes. In case II from Section 5, AS-9121 announced over 100,000 false routes and one of its neighbors, AS-1299, had a max prefix set to a relatively low value. AS-1299 believed only 1849 routes directly from AS-9121, but since the max prefix limit is per neighbor, AS-1299 received hijacked routes from other neighbors as well. It learned a total of over 100,000 bad routes from all the neighbors combined, thus infecting a major portion of its routing table [12] . These examples show how easily protection mechanisms can fail due to human errors, underlining the need to understand the impact of hijacks in face of protection failures, and the need to protect networks by multiple means such as PGBGP and PHAS.
Related Work
Previous efforts on prefix hijacking can be broadly sorted into two categories: hijack prevention and hijack detection. Generally speaking, prefix hijack prevention solutions are based on cryptographic authentications [18, 10, 7, 9, 17] where BGP routers sign and verify the origin AS and AS path of each prefix. In addition to added router workload, these solutions require changes to all router implementations, and some of them also require a public key infrastructure. Due to these obstacles, none of the proposed prevention schemes is expected to see deployment in near future.
A number of prefix hijack detection schemes have been developed recently [16, 8, 13, 5] . A commonality among these solutions is that they do not use cryptographic-based mechanisms. In [13] , any suspicious route announcements received by an AS trigger verification probes to other AS nodes and the results are reported to the true origin. In PGBGP [5] , each router monitors the origin AS nodes in BGP announcements for each prefix over time; any newly occurred origin AS of a prefix is considered anomalous, and the router avoids using anomalous routes if the previously existing route to the same prefix is still available. Different from the above en route detection schemes, MyASN [16] is an offline prefix hijack alert service provided by RIPE. A prefix owner registers the valid origin set for a prefix, and MyASN sends an alarm via regular email when any invalid origin AS is observed in BGP routing updates. PHAS [8] is also an off-path prefix hijack detection system which uses BGP routing data collected by RouteViews and RIPE. Instead of asking prefix owners to register valid origin AS sets as is done by MyASN, PHAS keeps track of the origin AS set for each announced prefix, and sends hijack alerts via multiple path email delivery to the true origin.
Unlike the prevention schemes, a hijack detection mechanism provides only half of the solution: after a prefix hijack is detected, correction steps must follow. A recent proposal called MIRO [19] gives end users the ability to perform correction after detecting a problem. MIRO is a new interdomain routing architecture that utilizes multiple path routing. In MIRO, AS nodes can negotiate alternative routes to reach a given destination, potentially bypassing nodes affected by hijack attacks.
The work presented in this paper can be considered orthogonal to all the existing efforts in the area. It examines the relation between an AS node's topological connectivity and its resiliency against false route attacks, or conversely, an AS node's topological connectivity and its impact as a launching pad for prefix hijacks.
Conclusion
In this paper we conducted the first investigation into the relation between networks' topological connectivity and the impact of prefix hijacking. Our results show that, AS nodes that are close customers of multiple tier-1 providers are most resilient against hijacks of their own prefixes. Conversely, they can also be the most effective prefix hijackers of other's prefixes.
To gain topological resiliency, our results lead to the following recommendations to customer networks. First, one should try to multi-home directly with as many tier-1 providers as feasible, and choose non-tier-1 providers in a way to maximize the number of tier-1 providers reached through provider-customer AS links. Second, those topologically disadvantaged AS nodes should seek additional means to enhance their resiliency against potential hijack attacks, such as hijack detection services (PHAS) in combination with delayed adoption of suspicious new routes (PG-BGP). Third, operators of those most influential AS nodes should be especially vigilant against faults, and operators of tier-1 providers should pay special attention to routing announcements from those well connected customers.
In departing we note that our results indicate that the AS nodes with highest node-degrees (e.g. tier-1 ISPs) are not the most effective hijack launch pads nor are they the most resilient against prefix hijacks. In hindsight, our results are not surprising as they follow directly from the common routing policy of preferring customer routes over peer and provider routes. Nevertheless, they are counter-intuitive and become obvious only afterwards, and we believe it is important to make the results widely disseminated to both network operators as well as the research community.
